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Abstract 
For the requirement of building a highly reliable communication system, SpaceWire was selected in the integrated 
electronic system. There was a need to test the performance of SpaceWire. As part of the testing work, the goal of 
this paper is to transmit image data from CMOS camera through SpaceWire and display real-time images on the 
graphical user interface with Qt in the embedded development platform of Linux & ARM. A point-to-point mode of 
transmission was chosen; the running result showed the two communication ends basically reach a consensus picture 
in succession. It suggests that the SpaceWire can transmit the data reliably. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [name organizer] 
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I.  Introduction 
SpaceWire [1], which simplifies and standardizes the interconnection between heterogeneous devices, 
is a high-speed (2 Mbps to 200 Mbps), point to point, full-duplex serial bus standard developed by ESA. 
SpaceWire technology, which has been successfully used on many space missions by ESA, NASA & 
JAXA, is now in the forefront of aerospace technology bus. In order to provide a safe and reliable 
communication platform for integrated electronic system, SpaceWire was selected as the communication 
protocol based on actual mission requirements. How does SpaceWire behave in simulation environment 
for the integrated electronic system? It is a critical task to know during the project study whether the 
performance of its network communications speed achieves the goal no slower than 300 Mbps. Therefore, 
the feasibility and effectiveness of SpaceWire for use on satellite communications must be verified so as 
to provide the basis for its application on satellites. As part of verification, there is a need to use 
SpaceWire to transmit image data the camera captured and display it on some widget. To do this, the 
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whole paper is divided into four parts: a brief introduction on the hardware and software development-
platform environment was given first; then a flow chart was followed, meanwhile, a detailed analysis of 
how to implement the key modules in the chart was given; after that the running result was shown; and 
finally, summary and future work were put forward. 
2.  Development-platform 
2.1 System Hardware Architecture 
The system consists of two nodes: node1 and node2, where node1 is the sending node and node2 is the 
receiving node. The hardware of the former is composed of three parts: the CMOS camera, the ARM 
development board and the smart SpaceWire node controller. Among them, the development board has 
an external 3.5 inch true color screen with the resolution of 240*320; the CPU selected, with a CMOS 
camera interface, belongs to Samsung's ARM family; the development board connects with the external 
CMOS camera through CON4 interface and in the meantime connects with the SpaceWire node 
controller through the system bus interface CON5. It is supposed that the data processing each time for 
SpaceWire node controller can not exceed 4 KB. The receiving node just has no camera compared to the 
sending node. Two nodes connects with each other through the way of point-to-point, i.e. they 
interconnect through SpaceWire interface on the node controller; the current maximum transmission rate 
of the data link is 33 Mbps. The entire system hardware architecture is shown in Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1 System Hardware Architecture 
2.2 Software Running Environment 
Linux has many advantages, such as a small kernel, high efficiency, open source, cross-platform, easy-to-
configure and so on. And Qtopia, developed by Trolltech for consumer electronic devices using 
embedded Linux operating system, is a comprehensive application platform. It includes a complete 
application layer, a flexible user interface, windows operating system, starting programs for applications, 
and developing framework. Because of all those features and advantages above, Linux + Qtopia 2.2.0 
GUI operating environment were chosen as the running environment for the development board, and 
version of ARM-Linux kernel is 2.6.29. 
3.  Design 
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3.1 Flow Control 
As mentioned earlier, the entire system takes point-to-point transmission mode, which involves two 
nodes, a sender and a receiver. The sender continuously collects a frame of data each time, then processes 
it, next shows the result processed on a widget in the local machine, after that, determines whether to 
send the result to the receiver. This process continues until the end. However, the control of the receiver 
is relatively simple. As long as the reception conditions are met, the receiver receives the image data 
frame by frame and displays it. The flow controls of both ends are shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig.2 The Flow Controls of Both Ends 
3.2 Key Modules Design 
The design objective of the system is, in the embedded development platform of Linux & ARM, to use 
the driver interface provided by the CMOS manufacturer to capture and process the image at regular time, 
then display the image on the graphical user interface with Qt, and achieve point-to-point transmission 
and display at the same time. The designs of key modules in the program are as follows. 
1)  Device Initialization 
Through the analysis of the driver provided by the manufacturer and its testing source-code 
"camtest.cpp" running in the command console, it is known that each frame of image captured by the 
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CMOS camera has the following properties: each line has 640 pixels; each column has 512 pixels; each 
pixel is stored in memory with two bytes; the output format is the color model of RGB565 (i.e. each pixel 
with 16 bits contains red , green and blue components, of which the higher 5 bits indicate the red 
component, the lower 5 bits indicate blue component, and the other middle 6 bits indicate the green 
component.) All of the properties are configured by the interface function "open". Hence, before 
capturing data, the camera must be initialized by calling the function "open". Note that the corresponding 
device file is "/dev/camera". 
Either the sender or the receiver, before making point-to-point data transmission, needs to call the 
“open” function to initialize the SpaceWire node controller, which corresponds to the device file "/ dev / 
SPACEWIRE". 
2)  Data Capture 
After the analysis of the driver provided by the manufacturer and its testing source-code "camtest.cpp" 
running in the command console, it is known that in addition to the "open", the driver provides a function 
interface "read" for a single frame of image capture. Therefore, when need to capture image, call "read". 
According to the analysis in section B.1, before call "read", remember to allocate a memory of 
640*521*2 B=640 KB to cache the frame data. 
3)  Data Process 
Based on the analysis in section B.1, the output format of every data frame is RGB565. Because an 
image of this format can not directly be displayed on a widget in Qt, the image must be converted into the 
format Qt can identify. The bitmap format is adopted in the system. First of all, add the format 
information to the head of the raw data captured to turn the raw data into a bitmap file format, followed 
by calling the member function "loadFromData" of a QImage object to load data from memory, then the 
bitmap image has been changed into a QImage object, and it is easy for Qt to process later. 
Bitmap file (BMP) format will be introduced below. 
The BMP image standard is used by Windows and elsewhere to represent graphics images in any of 
several different display and compression options. A typical BMP file contains four blocks of data: the 
bitmap file header, the bitmap information header, the color palette or color mask and bitmap data entities, 
as shown in TABLE I. The following sections discuss the data stored in the BMP file. This is the 
standard BMP file format. Some bitmap images may be stored using a slightly different format, 
depending on the application that creates it. Also, not all fields are used; a value of 0 will be found in 
these unused fields. 
TABLE I Names and Symbols in a BMP File 
Blocks of a 
BMP File 
Purpose 
bitmap file Stores general information about the BMP file. 
bitmap 
information 
Stores detailed information about the bitmap image. 
color palette 
or
color mask 
Stores the definition of the colors being used for 
indexed color bitmaps. 
Stores the color masks used to get R, G, B components. 
bitmap data Stores the actual image, pixel by pixel. 
a)  BMP File Header 
This block of bytes is at the start of the file and is used to identify the file. A typical application reads 
this block first to ensure that the file is actually a BMP file and that it is not damaged. The first two bytes 
of the BMP file format are the character 'B' then the character 'M' in 1-byte ASCII encoding. All of the 
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integer values are stored in little-endian format (i.e. least-significant byte first). The detailed information 
is shown in TABLE Ċ.
TABLE II BMP File Header 
Offset Size Purpose 
0000H 2 B 
to identify the BMP file, the following entries 
are possible:
z BM - Windows 3.1x, 95, NT, ... etc 
z BA - OS/2 Bitmap Array  
z CI - OS/2 Color Icon  
z CP - OS/2 Color Pointer
z IC - OS/2 Icon  
z PT - OS/2 Pointer 
0002H 4 B the size of the BMP file in bytes. 
0006H 4 B reserved; here to be set to 0. 
0008H 2 B reserved; here to be set to 0. 
000AH 4 B 
the offset, i.e. starting address, of the byte 
where the bitmap data can be found. 
b)  Bitmap Information 
This block of bytes tells the application detailed information about the image, which will be used to 
display the image on the screen. The detailed information is shown in TABLE III. All values are stored as 
unsigned integers, unless explicitly noted. 
The compression method field (bytes #30-33) can have 6 values, the meanings of which TABLE IV 
will explain. 
TABLE III Bitmap Information 
Offset Size Purpose 
000EH 4 B the size of this header (40 bytes). 
0012H 4 B the bitmap width in pixels (signed integer). 
0016H 4 B the bitmap height in pixels (signed integer). 
001AH 2 B 
the number of color planes being used. Must be 
set to 1. 
001CH 2 B 
the number of bits per pixel, which is the color 
depth of the image. Typical values are 1, 4, 8, 
16, 24 and 32. 
001EH 4 B 
the compression method being used. See the 
TABLE IV for a list of possible values. 
0022H 4 B 
the image size. This is the size of the raw bitmap 
data and should not be confused with the file 
size.
0026H 4 B 
the horizontal resolution of the image. Here to be 
set to 0. 
002AH 4 B 
the vertical resolution of the image. Here to be 
set to 0. 
002EH 4 B 
the number of colors in the color palette, or 0 to 
default to 2n. Here to be set to 0. 
0032H 4 B 
the number of important colors used, or 0 when 
every color is important; generally ignored. Here 
to be set to 0. 
c)  Color Palette or Color Mask 
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The palette is a block of bytes (a table) listing the colors available for use in a particular indexed-color 
image. Each pixel in the image is described by a number of bits (1, 4, or 8) which index a single color in 
this table. The color mask instead of color palette is used when the bitmap is 16-bit or higher, because 
there are no palette bytes in those BMP files. According to section B.1, the color depth of the image 
output is 16, below will be about what the value of color mask is when number of bits per pixel equals to 
16.
If the compression field is BI_BITFIELDS, then the situation is complicated, first of all the original 
location of the palette occupied by three 4-bytes variables( known as red mask, green mask, blue mask), 
which are used to describe where the Red, Green and Blue components are in the 16 bits. System can 
accept two formats of bit-field: 555 & 565. If 555, red mask, green mask, and blue mask are 0x7C00, 
0x03E0, 0x001F respectively; and if 565, they are 0xF800, 0x07E0, 0x001F.
TABLE IV Compression Method Field 
Value Identified by 
Compression 
Method 
Comments 
0 BI_RGB none Most common 
1 BI_RLE8 RLE 8-bit/pixel
Can be used only 
with 8-bit/pixel 
bitmaps 
2 BI_RLE4 RLE 4-bit/pixel
Can be used only 
with 4-bit/pixel 
bitmaps 
3 BI_BITFIELDS Bit field 
Can be used only 
with 16 and 32-
bit/pixel bitmaps. 
4 BI_JPEG JPEG 
The bitmap contains 
a JPEG image 
5 BI_PNG PNG 
The bitmap contains 
a PNG image 
d)  Bitmap Data 
This block of bytes contains the pure data of an image. In general, BMP images are scanned from 
bottom to top and from left to right. That means, the first part read from the file is the bottom line on the 
left of the image. That is why a BMP image is flipped. If you don’t want to obtain an inverted image, 
read the data from the bottom to the top line. 
Here to now, BMP file has been parsed. Because the properties of each frame data captured are the 
same, each a frame can share a common BMP header before the pure data, therefore, a global character 
array could be defined to storage the BMP header. Since the system stores the byte data in little-endian 
format, according to the analyses above, there should be 66 bytes in the common BMP header, and they 
can be expressed as follows using hexadecimal format: "0x42, 0x4d, 0x3c, 0x00, 0x0a, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 
0x00, 0x00, 0x3c, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x28, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, x80, 0x02, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x02, 0x00, 
0x00, 0x01, 0x00, 0x10, 0x00, 0x03, 0x00, x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x0a, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 
0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0xf8, 0x00, 0x00, 0xe0, 
0x07, 0x00, 0x00, 0x1f, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00". 
4) Image Display 
After the process of section B.3, a QImage object was obtained. What to do next is to show it on some 
widget in Qt. Qt provides a class of QPainter to create user graphics. Call the function "drawImage" of 
QPainter to draw the image on some widget such as a QLabel object. The basic method of drawing is to 
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overload the virtual function "paintEvent ( )" of the QWidget. The drawing code is placed in the special 
function "paintEvent ( )", calling functions "QPainter :: begin ( )" and "QPainter :: end ( )" to start and 
stop drawing. Because inside "paintEvent( )" the graphic created is buffered, and with such an approach 
to copy it to the screen. Hence, when the screen updates, there is no flicker. 
5) Sending & Receiving of a Image 
It is known through section B.1 that each frame size is 640 KB, while a SpaceWire node controller can 
only handle a maximum of data of 4 KB each time and the data link's maximum transmission rate is 33 
Mbps. In order to guarantee that the data received in the receiver can form a continuous screen display 
and almost the same as the sender’s, before sending and displaying in the sender, only one fourth of a 
picture is taken, even so, the data quantity to be sent is still relatively large, and need to be sent in many 
packets. In order to make sure the receiving side receives data in order, add a sequence number to each 
packet of data before it is sent. A skill was used: to use the first byte of each packet to store the sequence 
number, which affects only a pixel and can even be ignored. The receiver receives each packet by the 
serial number. If the data of a certain packet is incorrect, replace it using the preceding frame data at this 
location. In addition, as it is known to the receiver that the image format to be received is BMP, there is 
no need to send the BMP header before the sender transmits the data. The receiver adds the header 
automatically before displaying it.
4.  Running Result 
Run the programs of the sender and receiver at the same time, as shown in Fig. 3, the pictures follow 
one another in rapid succession; every second, twenty-five separate pictures flash on the screen one after 
another, and each picture size is 640 KB/ 4 = 160 KB. 
5.  Summary 
The design goal of the system has been achieved: in the embedded development platform of Linux & 
ARM, use the driver interface provided by the CMOS manufacture to capture and display the image at 
regular time; achieve point-to-point transmission and the two communication ends basically reached a 
consensus picture in succession. 
Above is only part of work on verifying SpaceWire, and the work will be continued in two aspects: in 
software, add the protocols of RMAP and CCSDS Packet to it, and further improve the communication 
interface by showing in time some parameters such as communication rate, error rate, bandwidth, delay 
and so on; in architecture of hardware, increase the two nodes to eight, connecting to a router through the 
star-bus architecture, so as to test the performance of SpaceWire network better. 
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